TO: All Contractors
FROM: Rita Kirkland
DATE: February 10, 2021
SUBJECT: Proposal Addendum No. 4
RFP 21-002066
DATE ISSUED: January 14, 2021
THE PROJECT: St Louis Public Library – Wireless Implementation Project

1. INTENT

This addendum is issued to provide a modification/addition to proposal plans and/or specifications.

2. MODIFICATION / ADDITIONS

Question 1:
Do you have an estimate of how many AP’s will need a new cable run?

Answer 1:
The number of new cables or movement of existing cables needed for indoor access points will depend on the design provided by the Bidders. All cables currently used by access points will be available for reuse.

Question 2:
Do you have an estimate of how many AP’s will need an existing cable run to be moved?

Answer 2:
New cables will need to be run for the outdoor access points, except for those at the Julia Davis Library, which lines already exist for.
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